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Ratings What the ratings mean

Excellent These are services which are committed to ongoing improvement with 
many strengths, including significant examples of sector leading 
practice and innovation. These services deliver high quality care and 
support and are able to demonstrate that they make a strong 
contribution to improving children’s well-being

Good These are services with strengths and no important areas requiring 
significant improvement. They consistently exceed basic requirements, 
delivering positive outcomes for children and actively promote their 
well-being. 

Adequate These are services where strengths outweigh areas for improvement. 
They are safe and meet basic requirements but improvements are 
required to promote well-being and improve outcomes for children.

Poor These are services where important areas for improvement outweigh 
strengths and there are significant examples of non-compliance that 
impact negatively on children’s well-being. Where services are poor 
we will take enforcement action and issue a non-compliance notice
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Description of the service
Acorns House (Park Grove) is registered with Care Inspectorate Wales (CIW) to provide 
care for up to 147 children aged from 0 to 12, but they currently care for children up to the 
age of five. The nursery is one of eleven nurseries owned by Acorns Nurseries Limited.  
There is a Person in Charge (PiC) who manages the nursery on a day to day basis and a 
Responsible Individual (RI) who acts on behalf of the company. The nursery is located in 
the centre of Cardiff and is open from 7.30am to 6.00pm, Monday to Friday. Care is 
provided through the English language with the use of incidental Welsh.

Summary
Theme Rating
Well-being Excellent

Care and Development Excellent

Environment Excellent

Leadership and Management Excellent

1. Overall assessment
Acorns House (Park Grove) is very well run, employs well trained, motivated staff and 
is very child centred. Staff know the children very well and meet children’s needs to a 
high standard. Children are supported to communicate their wishes and feelings and 
their feedback is valued and helps to shape how play is delivered to children. 
Resources and planned activities are plentiful and of a very high quality. There are 
very effective, clear procedures implemented by staff that ensure the smooth and safe 
operation of the nursery. Staff develop positive relationships with children, who 
present as relaxed and happy within their environment.

2. Improvements
Recommendations from the previous inspection have been addressed including;

 Displaying children’s work throughout the setting to promote a sense of ownership 
and celebration of children’s achievements;

 children’s independence and self-help skills at meal times has been developed; 

 observations of staff practice support supervision and their professional 
development.

A large outside very well equipped classroom has been built to enhance children’s 
experiences during outdoor play.
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3. Requirements and recommendations 
During the inspection we identified that the responsible individual is exceeding the 
legal requirements in many areas. No recommendations have been made during this 
inspection.
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1. Well-being Excellent

Summary 

Children experience fun and stimulating activities and build good relationships with caring, 
responsive staff. The service is very child focused and children are encouraged to 
communicate their wishes and feelings and participate in shaping the service.
Our findingsChildren’s opinions and wishes are listened to and their feedback is actively 
considered in the development and delivery of the service. For example, one child had said 
in their children’s questionnaire that they loved playing with dinosaurs so in response to this 
more dinosaur models were purchased.  Children are given time and opportunity to make 
choices and we saw older children free flowing between the inside and outside play areas. 
They discovered resources such as the mud kitchen in their own time and engaged well 
with their chosen activities.
Children are happy and settled as there are systems in place to promote children’s feelings 
of security and emotional well-being. Staff are identified to work with children within a 
keyworker capacity and get to know the children well. Children are encouraged to display 
photographs of their family and this helps children settle and feel at ease within the nursery. 
We saw that children were relaxed and contented. Children’s well-being was supported 
and, for example, nappy changing was seen by staff as a means to bond with children, 
chatting and singing to them, and children were relaxed and at ease at these times.

Children are developing their social skills and learning to share and co-operate with their 
peers. We heard one child say ‘X is my best friend’ and saw photographs of children sitting 
on the ‘buddy bench’ smiling with arms wrapped around their friends. On the whole children 
were very well behaved, polite and considerate. We saw that older children listened and 
followed instructions well demonstrating that they had paid attention to instructions and 
knew the rules. For example, they waited patiently for their turn and shared play dough 
utensils whilst younger children were eager to complete the actions to songs sung during 
circle time.

Children really enjoyed and benefitted from the many play opportunities and experiences. 
They were able to engage well in the activities and sustain interest for good periods of time. 
We saw children enjoying arts and craft sessions, sensory play, soft play and a huge 
favourite with the children outdoor at the mud kitchen and physical activities of running, 
jumping and playing on trikes. Children of all ages and abilities were well supported to take 
part in most of the activities they wanted to explore. 

Children’s development, learning and independence are promoted well at the nursery. We 
saw consistent examples throughout the inspection of children’s independence being 
promoted as much as possible. For example, children were encouraged to wash their own 
hands, feed themselves and put on their coats when going outside. During lunch time in the 
baby room, babies attempting to feed themselves were given their own spoons and sippy 
cups whilst staff continued to feed them. Staff were heard to praise babies, for example, 
‘Mummy will be so proud of you for trying peas today’. 
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2. Care and Development Excellent

Summary

Staff are well trained, experienced and build good relationships with the children in their 
care. They understand and implement a comprehensive range of procedures to provide 
effective, safe care and promote children’s play and learning. Activities and resources are 
very well organised in order to meet children’s needs.

Our findings

Staff who work at the nursery have appropriate training to meet the individual needs of the 
children and implement the procedures in place to keep children safe and healthy. All staff 
undergo a thorough induction and established staff undertake refresher induction to ensure 
their understanding of procedures is up to date. Staff know children well and are able to 
anticipate their needs in order to promote healthy lifestyles, promote learning and keep the 
children safe. Staff know the procedures to undertake in the event of a fire and drills are 
practised regularly with children. We saw that good hygiene is promoted with children, 
accidents and incidents had been recorded appropriately and parents are kept informed. 
Medication forms are completed effectively and medication is stored safely. Understanding 
around children’s specific allergies and health needs is a particular strength at the nursery.

Staff manage interactions with children well and adopt a positive approach to encourage 
children’s social skills. Good social skills are modelled by staff and children were calm and 
open to play situations. Children were well engaged in their chosen activities and their 
confidence and self-esteem were promoted through positive feedback and praise. For 
example, a child was told ‘That’s a beautiful owl painting!’ during a painting session. When 
a child was distracted during a music session, the leader of the group gently stroked the 
child’s head, gained their attention and the child re-engaged with the group singing. 

We saw that regular and ongoing evaluation of activities is undertaken. Information is 
gathered on each child and regular monthly observations equip staff to plan around 
individual needs. Staff observe the learning that takes, plan next steps and constantly 
update activities completed once goals have been achieved. We heard Welsh promoted 
and heard some older children singing ‘We wish you a Merry Christmas’ in Welsh. During a 
painting activity children were looking at a toy owl for reference. The children described the 
owl and explained that they needed to paint two wings and were obviously benefitting from 
the activity which helped develop fine motor, language, observation and concentration 
skills. Staff also promote an understanding of inclusion and we saw children were eager to 
demonstrate that they knew Makaton signs such as ‘cow’ and ‘dog’.
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3. Environment Excellent

Summary

The nursery is spacious with large play areas including an outside classroom, garden and 
planting areas, whilst inside base rooms are light, airy and welcoming. There is a large 
downstairs dining area which also acts as a messy play area when older children enjoy free 
flow to the outside. The building is safe and very well maintained, extremely child focused 
and resources are of a very high standard.

Our findings

Procedures are followed to promote children’s safety and care and attention are given to 
ensure all legal requirements are met in relation to the upkeep and maintenance of the 
building. Risk assessments for the premises are maintained and reviewed regularly. There 
were also specific risk assessments in relation to children participating in activities and 
around children’s individual needs. Health and safety procedures are implemented by staff 
to keep children safe. For example, maintaining hygienic surroundings and ensuring 
procedures around allergens are known and carried out by all staff. Safety checks for the 
building are carried out regularly and any issues are dealt with promptly as the nursery has 
a maintenance team to deal with any issues, gardeners and housekeepers to ensure both 
inside and outside of the building are safe and suitable for children. Emergency evacuation 
procedures had been identified and practised by staff and children. The premises are 
cleaned throughout the day and equipment and resources were seen to be clean and of 
very good quality. The service had public liability insurance in place.
The environment is set up so that it provides fun and stimulating spaces in which children 
can play and relax safely. Overall staff are mindful to communicate with one another so that 
they are deployed suitably throughout the play space to support children and meet their 
needs. There are lots of photographs of the children and their families placed in their base 
rooms and children’s work is displayed and celebrated throughout the nursery, all of which 
promote a sense of ownership and belonging to the setting. There is considerable bilingual 
Welsh/English signage. Children’s independence is promoted as older children have easy 
access to high quality toileting facilities and resources are stored within easy reach of 
children.
Children have easy access to a wide range of high quality resources and equipment that is 
well looked after and maintained. Regular evaluations of activities by staff with input 
gathered from children, ensure that resources are available to meet children’s individual 
needs and promote their development. For example, staff had identified that a larger table 
was needed within one base room so that more children could enjoy table top activities 
within their base room and the person in charge immediately sourced a table and ordered 
the necessary accessories so that all children had the opportunity to experience all of their 
chosen activities.  
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4. Leadership and Management Excellent

Summary

The service has a very clear management structure which supports its staff, promotes 
excellent working practice and encourages inclusion and integration for children and 
professional development of staff. It is well organised with experienced and enthusiastic 
leaders and staff, who demonstrate a warm and nurturing commitment to the children 
attending the nursery.

Our findings

Leaders provide a clear picture to parents of the service provided.  The nursery has a 
statement of purpose which clearly outlines how the service operates and has an 
operational plan which demonstrates that the service is well organised. Policies and 
procedures were clear, reviewed annually and cascaded down to staff so that staff are 
updated as needed. The company employs a member of staff to specifically take on this 
role and to support staff in their working practices and understanding of the organisations 
aims and objectives.

The setting has effective systems in place to evaluate the service so that it can plan for 
continuous improvement. In discussing the service with leaders we were more than 
confident that constant evaluations of activities were undertaken by staff which were 
effectively fed back to leaders in order to plan appropriately. Children, parents, and staff are 
frequently consulted and we saw the settings own questionnaires demonstrating a high 
level of satisfaction with the service. Their information is written up into an annual report 
and actions identified to improve the service and so, for example, a large well equipped out 
door classroom had been constructed since the last inspection. This enhances children’s 
play and enables them to play outside whatever the weather. 

Leaders implements an effective system for managing staff and define roles and 
responsibilities clearly. We looked at two staff files which evidenced that pre-employment 
and safety checks are completed and that staff are given appropriate induction. Training, 
team meetings and daily support is given to staff. Supervisions and observations of staff are 
regularly undertaken and these are recorded and demonstrated that they are meaningful 
and centred on promoting and embedding good working practices with the staff group. 
Incentives and rewards further encourage staff to achieve, develop and commit to the high 
standards expected at the nursery. 

Staff work closely with parents to ensure that children’s needs are met and communication 
with parents is well maintained and we heard staff discussing children with their parents at 
drop off and pick-up. A home links system support the flow of learning between the nursery 
and home, for example, children were given a picture of a rocket to colour and decorate at 
home and we saw a parent return their child’s completed rocket to be displayed on the 
home links board. Staff work closely with health professionals including speech and 
language and visual impairment professionals and an additional needs co-ordinator is 
employed as a link between staff, parents, professionals and the child to ensure the 
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exchange of information and any identified strategies or support is understood and 
implemented by staff. 
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5. Improvements required and recommended following this inspection

5.1 Areas of non compliance from previous inspections
None

5.2 Recommendations for improvement
None
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6. How we undertook this inspection 

This was a full inspection undertaken by two inspectors as part of our normal schedule 
of inspections. It was conducted over a period of two days with the first visit being 
unannounced. Evidence for the information held within this report was gathered via: 

 Discussion with the Responsible Individual, persons in charge and staff;

 observations of care practices, interactions between the staff and children and 
of the activities undertaken; 

 a visual check of the  premises; 

 a review of two staff files and two child’s files; 

 reading a selection of daily records, policies and procedures; 

 reading documentation held by CIW;

 reading the service’s own children’s and parent questionnaires and 

 feedback to the RI on the second visit.

Further information about what we do can be found on our website: 
www.careinspectorate.wales

http://www.careinspectorate.wales/


7. About the service

Type of care provided Children’s Day Care
Full Day Care

Responsible Individual Cherie Wilson
Peter Reynolds

Person in charge Christine Sheldon

Registered maximum number of 
places

147

Age range of children 0 to 5

Opening hours 7.30am to 6.00pm 
Monday to Friday

Operating Language of the service English

Date of previous Care Inspectorate 
Wales inspection

17 November 2016

Dates of this inspection visits 06 and 7 November 2019

Is this a Flying Start service? No

Is early year’s education for three 
and four year olds provided at the 
service?

No

Does this service provide the Welsh 
Language active offer?

The provider does not provide the ‘Active Offer’ 
in relation to the Welsh Language. 

An ‘Active Offer’ means providing a service in 
Welsh without someone having to ask for it. This 
is part of the Welsh language Policy to develop 
and strengthen Welsh language in services

Additional Information:None

Date Published 20/01/2020


